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Women's soccer team defeats North Carolina State- Sports, p. 16
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Next step for Golden Knights: 2-0
··::::'.:

D UCF faces
Valdosta State in
home opener this
Saturday at the
Citrus Bo'A(I.
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real fast and have great hands.
They could play for us," said UCF
Coach Gene McDowell.
UCFleads the series 5-2 and
has won threeinarow. The Golden
Knights are also riding a high
home streak and have won JO consecutive games dating back to a
by JASON S\VANCEY
20-16 Joss last season against the
Sports editor
Trojans from Troy State. For this
trend to continue, they'll have to
The UCF Golden Knights stop Valdosta State's offensive
Football team will be playing their firepower. Last year's matchup
home opener this Saturday against saw the two teams tally 1000 yards
the Valdosta State Blazers.
of total offense.
The who?
This year, Steve Wright will
The Blazers - the same bring stability at corner back,
team that challenged UCF to the along with senior Brian Crutcher.
final minute in last season's home Wright returns after missing 1993
opener 'and, in fact, had the ad- with a broken ankle. He brings
vantage throughout the game. experience, speed and hitting
UCF came back, though, from power to a secondary that was
deficits of 10-0 and 24-14. Last' hurting and greatly in need of a year's season opener for the boost. Crutcher returns to. comer
Golden . Knights quickly turned and is probably the quickest player
into a shootout :that pitted the on the team - so if UCF gets
Knights' Darrin Hinshaw against burned deep, it could only be bethe Blazers' Chris Hatcher. The cause they fell down on the slick
two quarterbacks had an aerial Citrus Bowl surface.
duel that would have made hoverLast week, the Golden
ing huckster, Peter Pan, proud.
Knights' defense made a goal line
"They have two Division I stand against Maine that showed
quality receivers in Williams and the true character of a gutty deFlanders. Those two guys can run fense with hearts that equal their

Students fall for skydiving·club·
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D Organization
offers students with
the urge to take the
long jump training in
the sport of
skydiving.
By JEN PRIDEMORE
Contributing writer

The University of Central
Florida skydiv-ing club is now beginning its fourth semesteron campus. Like surfing, skydiving has
been a popular pastime for years
and does not seem to be a passing
fad.
The club, headed by president John Bachelor, meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in room 211
of the student center. Members
range widely from beginners to
highly advanced, but the club is
geared more towards training.
The club jumps almost every weekend at area drop-zones,
taking off from Zephyrhills( near
Tampa), and Flagler (near Ormand
Beach) airports.
"Anyone with an interest in
skydiving is welcome at the meeting . We realize it's scary, but it
appears to be more dangerous than

it is. In the club, it is not an uncom- feel ready to jump right in to skyfortable environment for the inex- diving.
perienced," Bachelor said.
"I've been thinking about
For those who definitely skydiving for quite awhile, but
want to make the jump once but I'm not sure if I could ever bring
are not sure if they ever want to do myself to actually do it," said
it again, tandem jumps are en- Kerry Jones, a freshman at UCF.
couraged. In this case, the begin:- "Also, I would be afraid of an
ner and the instructor jump from accident happening with the parathe plane, and the instructor does chute."
all of the work. The beginner's
Since its start last year, the
only job is to sit back a.nd enjoy club has had a perfect safety record
the ride. Tandem jumps usually with no accidents of any kind. In
stay in the price range of $130 to .recent years, skydiving itself has
$150 per jump.
developed lower accident rates.
For a more in-depth experi"Jumping is definitely a
ence, the club offers static-line confidence booster. People are
training. One static-line session facing one of the biggest fears
costs $85-$60 for five hours of they have. They fly out of a plane,
ground training and $25 for the control the situation and live to
actual jump. After the first ses- tell about it," Bachelor said.
sion, payments can be made as the
Recently, two black parachutes with gold UCF insignias
lessons take place.
On the first five jumps of stenciled to their bottoms have
this training, a cord is attached been added. The team hopes to
from the plane to the parachute. display these next January at a
The cord's function is to pull the competition in Arizona.
ripcord automatically, while the
jumper focuses on maintaining
"Come out and get in touch
body form. On the last three jumps, with your inner-self. It is a good
the jumper gets a practice ripcord. time, and an intense experience.
For most, the sixth jump is usually You'll get to know yourself and
the first free fall, and from that your limitations quickly. When
point on. the jumps get higher.
we jump, there is no question
Not all students, however, about who we are," Bachelor said.
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Linebacker Travis Cooper
had 10 tackles and two hard hits
on the quarterback. He said that
UCF will be playing a lot of nickel
coverages to counter the passhappy Blazers. His job is to drop
back and cover the tailback, while
defensive ends Greg Jefferson and
Corries Hardy will most likely be
harassing the quarterback.
"We need to pressure them
a!ld get their quarterback out of
his usual groove of pass, pass,
pass. They have good running
backs, but passing is their specialty," said Travis Cooper.
University of Miami transfer Corries Hardy is hoping to be
a 240-pound thorn in the side of
Hatcher.
"We're going to keep as
much pressure on their quarterback as we possibly can. We'll do
what we gotta do," said Hardy.
Both Hardy and tailback
Marquette Smith were listed as
.possible starters for Saturday's
game. Hardy practiced with a large
neck pad Tuesday. He said he felt
some discomfort, but he expected
to play.
See FOOTBALL, page 2

Career expo offers students
job options, connections
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

The UCFCareerResourceCenter has invited over 100 employers to
meet witli students to discuss jobs and
career opportunities. The 1994 Fall
Career Expo will be held from 9 am.
to 3 p.m., Sept. 15, at the UCF Arena.
The annual event, which drew
over 1,200 people last year, gives
students the opportunity to mingle
with personnel and management officials from 120 companies. CRC officialsareconfidentthatgiven the growth
of the national economy, companies
are more willing and abletohirepeople.
The job fair is for undergraduates and graduates, said Ron Nebgen,
associate director of UCF Career Resource Center and one ofthe coordinators of the effort. ,
'We encourage all students to
attend, even those who are notready to
graduate. Students can get ideas about
careers and occupations that they
haven't thought about, maybe make
some cJntacts that could be looked up
in the future," he said.
The expo is set up into three
sections. A technical section will includecompanies interestedin thefields
of engineering, computer science and
accounting. A hospitality section will
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Meet Martha Quinn: from MTV to Star Search
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Take a ride on the Information Superhighway
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recruit for all aspects of the restaurant
and hotel/motel occupations. A nontechnical section will include a variety
offields from public administration to
banking.
'We always look forward to
participating [in UCF's job expo],"
said Tari Anderson, a recruiter with
Barnett Banks of Florida, Inc. ''The
event is very organized, and the students are very professional and impressive."
The CRC offers students several pieces of advice.
''Dress for success," stressed
Nebgen. A brochure available from
the center encourages students to ask
about what jobs are offered and what
is available. "Go with a strategy
planned ahead of time, but don't oversell yourself."
Some of the companies at the
expo will include SunBank, the
USDA, Walt Disney World, the
SouthlandCorp.,Prudentiallnsurance,
Be11SouthMobility anddozensofoth-

ers.
The CRC also encourages students to contact the 24-hour jobsline,
Knightlink. to inquire about current
employment opportunities. The numter is 823-6200, but can only be
accessed after obtaining a password
from the CRC.
1-4
5-6
7

8-12
13-16
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Knights hope to
continue perfect
season Saturday
FOOTBALL, from page 1
"It sort of bothered me to-

day [Thursday], but not as bad as
before," said Hardy.
Smith, too, is plagued by
injury . According to him, he
slipped on his stairwell at his home
in Casselberry and cut his foot.
The wound required three stitches,
and McDowell said he wasn't
sure,-but he thinks that the doctor
had said it was actually worse
than three stitches.
"We just don't want to take
a chance of ripping it open and
having us in the same situation
again next week," said McDowell.
By the end of Tuesday's
practice, Smith said he was pretty
sure he would practice Wednesday and play Saturday.
UCF is going to need every
weapon against Valdosta State on
both sides of the ball, and if this
year's game resembles last year's,
then let the festivities begin.

Students create high-tech application
College Press Service

Two Florida International University students combined their talents to
create a speedier admissions process
through computer applications.
Nestor Portocarrero and David
Flor joined forces to create a computer
program to expedite the admissions process at the university, and now they're
trying to market their program to other
schools across the nation.
The computerized application for
admission includes an interactive presentation that uses graphics and pictures
toguidestudentsthroughtheuniversity's
programs.
''It's like a walk-through brochure," Portocarrero said.
The five-minute presentation,
which highlights the university's academic, social and sports highlights, is
designed to eliminaate the university's
need to mail heavy brochures.
''It really is a marketing tool. It' s a
whole multimedia presentation,"

Portocarrero said.
Thepresentationisconcluded
with an application for admission
that students can fill out on computer. Then they return the computer diskette by mail.
Disks are cheaper than brochures, so the new process will save
money for the university. A disk
costs about 30 cents, while brochures are $1.50. Because the disk is
lighterthan the brochure, the university saves almost $2 per mailing.
"As far as cost, only time will
tell how much money we will save,"
said Carmen Brown, director of admissions for the university.
Not only is the program helpful for sti.idents, but it also will save
time. !Jniversity admissions
employeess have to input paper applications manually. The computer
program eliminates data processing
time since employees don't have to

Production assistant needed
Person with Pagemaker,
Photoshop and paste-up .
experience needed to assist
with production of the
Future on Mon. and Wed.
mornings. Will train right
person. Call Russ at 8238054 for info.
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More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

See TECH, page 4
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Check out the opportunities
available in the
Student Gov~rnment offices
1

!

•
•

(

•

Senate Elections Sept. 19-21
Petition Pickup from Sept. 5-14
Declaration of Candidacy Sept.12-14

•

Justices, Kiosk/Mac Lab workers, Internal Auditor,
- Graphics Coordinator, Fiscal Assistant. Come by
the SG offices Student Center room 155 to pick up
an application. For more information call 823-2191

•

The foil owing Clubs and Organizations
received funding from the
Student Senate Summer '94
UCF Environmental Society
ISMM
UCF Residence Life Assoc. Soc. Hispanic Professional
Economics Club
Eng.
American Indian Club
Student Organization of R. T.
Student Org. Ra di. Tech.
UCF Reads
Phi Alpha Delta
MissUCF
Soco of Pro. Engineers
UCF Engineering Students

The foil owing appointments were made
this summer
Chief Justice, Director of Academic Affairs, Comptroller,
Justices, Senators, Director of Communications, Director of Marketing, Chief Executive Advisor, Executive
Advisor of Community Relations, Executive Advisor of
Environmental Affairs, Executive Advisor of Student
Involvement, Judicial Advisor, Attorney General, Internal Auditor,Director of Campus Services, Director of
Student Lobbying, Director of Governmental Affairs,
Election Commisssioners, Chief EC and Assistant Chief

•
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•
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Wanted!
Wrecked I Junk

Rollerbladers on c3!11pus often skate together in packs. They also move
quickly and often skate very close to walking students.Should rollerblading be
limited to certain times of day and certain areas on campus?

>

I
don't think
they should
ride next to
you. They
s h o u 1d
should be
polite and
respect you.
But they
shouldn't be
limited."

>

)

Cars, Trucks, Jeeps, Vans
((Free Towing is available))
Out of State Titles Welcome!

"I don't think they should
" I rollerblade because I
be limited to certain times and have classes 10 minutes apart on
places be- opposite sides of campus. I don't
c a u s e do it for fun: I do it for transporrollemlading
tation. When I ride in packs it's
isameansof
because I
transportadon't want
tionbetween · ·
to skate
classes."
alone. I do it
for secu-

Call: 658-7999
(8a.m.-8p.m.)

· University Mobil
We -would like to welcome ·
back-the students of UCF
with:

rity."

Rosemary Guffanti

Environmental engineering,
freshman

"Why
would you
want to
1i m i t
mlleJbh:ling?

Free medium fountain drinks
with a-n y purchase

Duane Dickson

Hospitality management,
senior

"No. Maybe they
should be a little more considerate, though. FortunateJy,
I haven't been run over yet."

Electrical enginee~ing
senior

"Ihave
no problem
with them. I
think If they
hit me they're
the
ones
who'd get
hurt.

Tf Vf'lll 1i mit
!u11c1 u1au111b

m a n y
people not
skating in
packs will suffer. People who
get run over aren't paying attention."

Ana Ramos

Political science
senior

Hospitality management
senior

ff

:$19.95 Oil Change :
I

Oil filter, Lube,

9~point

safety check I

L-----------------~
~

M@ b 1

677-7988
~
University Mo_bil
4009 N. Go_
ldenrod
.
Corner of University & Goldenrod

Electrical Engineering
junior
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UCF CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER ;
PRESENTS .

FREEDOM
FROM

>
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L-----------------~
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Tolay Vorasne

Cyndi Faulkner - ·
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Michelle Bennet
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·a unique program to help you
KICK THE CIGARETTE HABIT!

•

•

282-0505
Located across from U.C.E, in
the UC6 Shopping Center

We Deliver!
)

$5 Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

ORIENTATION
September 14~
1994
QUIT DATE October · s~ ·1994
All Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!
Sessions are Wednesdays, 1-2 PM

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
823-5841
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RPM Fundraiser
0 A fundraising party to benefit Revolutions Per Minute dance
company will be held 9 p.m., Sept.
27 atBarbarella, 70N. OrangeAve.
Tickets are $20 per person and include hor d' oeuvres, beerand wine,
fashion entertainment, house DJ,
R.P.M. T-shirt, and admission to
'Phat n' Jazzy.' For tickets and
information call 628-0272.

Acupressure clas.s
0 Acupressure and Oriental
body work therapy (Tsubo Shiatsu
classes and workshop) will ·be held
Tuesdays and Saturdays. To learn
to perform self-help acupressure
therapy for stress reduction and preventativecare, call 896-3005 or8984900.

UCF Up Close

work in production. All positions
open. No experience necessary. No
one will be turned away. For information call Matt Compton at 2817151.

Legal advice
0 Student Legal Services offers free legal services to students.
Any legal questions can be sent to
the legal services office between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Rock Around the Rock
0 Give Kids The World has
joined Classic Rock Q96 and the
Hard Rock Cafe to present a 24hour rocking-chair called Rock
Around the Rock. The event will be
held at the Hard Rock Cafe from 6
p.m. Sept. 23 until 6 p.m. Sept. 24.
Contact Tom Brinkmoeller or Brad
Much at 239-2308 for information.

0 UCF Up Close, the
newsmagazine show of UCF, is
looking for people to anchor the
show, report stories in the field and

Write
News
823-8192

will be held at 8 a.m. Sept 17 at theLee
Vista Center. Co-ed teams of six to ten
players can compete for prizes such as
''Best Mud Dives," ''Dirtiest Team,"
and the team with the best name. Entry
fee is $120 per team. Call 849-0790 for
information.

Mac instruction
0 The Learning Center at Computer ·
Services presents hands-on Macintosh
instruction using the Power Mac 7100/
66 will help people learn several popular Macintosh programs. Call 823-5117
for information.

Golf tournament
0 The Orlando Professional
Fire Fighters are holding a golf
tournament for the Muscular Dystrophy Association at 9 a.m. Sept
17 at Rosemont Country Club. The
$50 entry fee includes golf, cart,
lunch buffet, awards and prizes.
Procedes wiII benefit MDA. For
information contact Bob Markward
at 298-FIRE.

Po/Jee Beat

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rd.
University Oaks

We have
Drive-Thru Service

679-2448

T'A::N18:M1A:N11·:Ai
1

I0VISITS FOR $25.00
- 273-5419
Across from U.C.F. in
University Shoppes

......-----.........!t

Dr. Chung-Ching Morgan
Wang, 39, reported that he saw a
man break into Room 256 of Computer Center II between 3: 15 and
3:26 p.m. Aug. 27. The man
smashed a window with a crutch
and then threatened Wang.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Sybel House, 21, reported
that a UCF hang tag was stolen from
her car that was parked in a lot near
the Visual Arts building, Aug. 29.

ATTENTION STUDENTS:·

Keith Lampitt, 18, reported
that someone stole his book bag
containing books, glasses and an
organizer, from in front of Room
113 of Polk Hall between 3:20 and
3:30 p.m. Aug 29. The items are
valued at $386.
Yi Nmn Yu ,23, reported that
someone stole her back pack containing books, a wallet and money
from the third floor of the Library at
10:45 a.m. Aug. 29. The items are
valued at $230.

Applications go
on-line
TECH, trOm page 2
transfertheapplication from hard copy
into the computers. Downloading the
application takes about five seconds,
compared with about 20 minutes to
type in the application.
The diskettes for the program
will be produced in time for fall 1994
applicants, the students said.
f>ortocarrero, who works part
time at the university's admissions
office, created the program after Admissions DirectorCarmenBrown discovered a similar program to help
student apply at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C. She
asked Portocarrero to help make the
admission process easier.
Portocarrero and Flor didn't
chargetheuniversityfortheprograam,
but they are marketing it to other
schools at an introductory price of
$5,000. So far, about six schools have
shown interest inthe program.

BACHELOR'S DEGREE

.

THAN YOU HAD PLANNED?
Perhaps you've encountered obstacles while trying to gain
access to courses and degree programs, or you've discovered
that some of the courses you have taken will not count toward
your current degree requirements, or perhaps you've extended your time in college for financial reasons, or you've decided to change your major . . . . . .
We are examining the effect of current state policies on the
time required for students to earn a Bachelor's degree. To
· make sure that we have identified ALL the reasons that affect
the time required, we want to hear from you.
Please call 1-800-651-2814. Leave us your name and address
and we will contact you by mail.

SENATE
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
nIE FLORIDA SENATE

CAPITOL

·

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32399-1100
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HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(YOU CAN'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.)

• fl

Buy pizza at closing time.

Haggle for slices they'd otherwise just throw away.

W:

Eat Ramen noodles.

fl

Make friends with a Senior.

Come June, they'll be more than glad to give you
their ~Id Poly Sci books and ~ouches.

fl

Donate blood.

Save a life and get a free lunch to boot.

fl

PiCk up a Citibank Classic card.

There's no annual fee.

0
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Want to live forever?
Get· infected
Well, it's 1994 and, thanks to the further exploits by
humanity's well-trained team of physicians and geneticists, mankind has finally conquered the dreaded virus.
Polio, smallpox, malaria, diptheria and tetanus have all
fallen to the superior knowledge of our medical industry
and the wonders of antibiotics.
What's this? New strains of viruses appearing? Strange
infections immune to antibiotics? Dr. Salk, meet Mother
Nature. As the threat of viruses and infections slowly
faded away 20 years ago, new strains fonned, mutations
immune to the defensive powers of antibiotics.These strains slowly grew and developed, sometimes
without their hosts even showing any symptoms. These
Typhoid Marys slowly cultivated the dreaded bacteria,
spreading them on to their elose relatives and associates.
Now, 20 years later, these strains have finally begun to
rear their ugly, microscopic heads. AIDS, streptococcus-A
and even tuberculosis have spread like wildfire across the
world, seemingly unstoppable by normal medical means.
Scientists and doctors, resting .on their laurels for the past
two decades, now find themselves backpedaling, trying to
slowdown wave after wave of new cases.
The daily tabloids continue weekly to cover the seemingly endless number of people killed by the deadly, flesheating virus brought down by the cosmonauts, and each of
us look and laugh at man's stupidity. It seems now the
laughter is a bit premature. Regretfully, though, these
viruses are not limited to 400-pound housewives who
spend all day trying to get on the phone lines of the national
talk shows.
What are we as laymen and possible carriers to do? Not
•1:!.J U01,
. . at an ear1y age may poss1.
mucu
now. p roper vaccmat1on
i(J'J B 21Jh
f
h
.
f
.
f
bl y stop t e passage o t e rn ect1on rom one person to
another, bjlt as the strains continue to mutate, more and
!cum
Ht .
.
1 the progress. Howmore
vaccmattons
are nee ded to hat
ever,cl5Plr~ly sad thing is that only now, with the widespredct1ifi1a~sacre caused by the AIDS virus, has mankind
becoH{l'a~are of the horrs>rs that Mother Nature can cause.
It is·h'UHlb1ing. In one fell swoop, the entire human race can
just b~ ~aken off in a matter of ce~turies.
Tliough none of us may ever know what killed the
dinosaurs, we may be getting a first-hand glimpse of what
might have happened right now. As a famous poet once
alluded, the world is not going to end with a bang, but
rather with a whimper. The human race is slowly going to
wither away, a victim of its own arrogance and assurance
of its own immortality.
Chad Brunner
Opinion Editor
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Greed Ball: Strike 3! You're out!
A war of attrition between the owners and players of
major league baseball has prevented our national spprt
from being played on Labor Day for the first time in over
100 years. What we need is a savior to help salvage what
little remains of the baseball season this year. However,
no substantial effort by any outside party or individual is
being fought to end the strike, which started on August

:J)lbyne :J)IJi:>Wi .
FUTURE COLUMNIST

12.

Speaking about a possible resolution of .the strike,
Don Fehr, the head of the players union states, "This
would be the time, which if there was a force that could
do that, whether it's the commissioner or the Congress or
the President or somebody else, it would have to be done,
because otherwise you would be past the point where you
could meaningfully play games."
Unfortunately, President Clinton is fine-tuning his
golf game and enjoying some family quality time at
Martha's Vineyard while on vacation this week.
Baseball certainly will not be a top priority with him,
at least in the immediate future.
Likewise, Congress took no decisive action before recessing. Congress certainly
has had it's own bases loaded with the
crime bill and health care battles, and
will not be back in session until the middle
of September. By then, an iron-clad agreement better be ironed out if baseball has
any chance whatsoever of continuing play
this year.
We have whittled the savior list down to
the baseball commissioner. The bottom line is that
there really is no baseball commissioner. Ironically, two
years ago on Labor Day, the owners ousted Fay Vincent.
The real kicker here is that part of the reason the owners
gave for givrng Vincent the boot was his willingness to
involve himself in labor issues. Clearly, this is a textbook
example of someone coming back to haunt you. In retrospect. firing Vincent was anything but a brilliant coup for
the owners as it effectively ended any possible hope of a
third party acting to save the season.
As commissioner of baseball, Vincent would have
been working hard to end this strike. Unlike the President
and Congress, the commissjoner would certainly not be
on vacation. Collectively, the public, owners and players
would be placing a tremendous amount of pressure on
him to resolve the strike. Wielding the power of commissioner, the head of ha ebal I could use whatever means
necessary to resume play in a timely manner.

The stubbornness the owners exhibited two years ago
cost Vincent his job, but more importantly, it cost baseball
the commissioners office he held. Recall that Vincent
retired in comfort, receiving a handsome benefits and
severance package. -It would seem that Vincent is having
the last laugh.
Additionally, only three days after Vincent was forced
to resign, Don Fehr predicted, "There is no public indication that there is the slightest interest on behalf of the
owners in doing anything except fighting a war, of reestablishing their primacy, so they throw out Fay. They
made it clear they have utter disdain for the
public. And so the next group they beat up on
is the players." Sadly, this prediction has
come to fruition.
On the other side, management claims
it is acting in the best interest of the game.
The owners also claim that the players
must concede on the issue of salaries to
enable the clubs to survive financially. They
also insist that the lack of a full-time commissioner is really not a tactor in the equation
for strike resolution.
Now really, can the best interests of the game be
properly served when the world series, mil hon s or dollars
in revenue and the good-faith relationship with the public
are all lost?
So just who is available to bring an end to this strike?
No one is. As one owner sums up the situation, "Both sides
have gotten themselves in a position that they can't withdraw from without losing tremendous face." For all us
baseball fans, we are left holding the bag because the
owners got exactly what they wanted. Now. two years
later, we must endure that fateful decision made by the
owners to eliminate the baseball commissioners office.
It has been said that money is the root of all evil. Greed
is slowly becoming the root of all major league baseball.
The millionaire baseball owners want more· profit. The
millionaire baseball players want unlimited salaries. The
fans simply want to hear, "Play ball!"
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Put a condom on my head and call me pippy
L

et's discuss an event that happens every
semester here at UCF. It's known as the
Health Fair, and I think it will be held Sept.
12, from 11 am to 2 pm on the green. Now the fair itself
is a good thing. You can get your blood pressure checked,
your body fat measured and get motivated to live a
healthier life, but every time I've been there I've been
across 'his face and challenged him to a duel. She was so
offered a condom.
I think this is a disgusting practice, and the UCF shocked that she couldn't reply, so I walked up behind her
and informed this guy that she doesn't sleep around.
administration should put a stop to it.
This practice of condom distribution has two serious
These groups are sponsored by the HIV-AIDS Education Information and Research Institute and are volun- fl8:ws in it, both of which are offensive. The first flaw is the
teers or studen~s in the AIDS awareness classes. They will presumption that everyone is promiscuous and need a
walk up to you with a smile on their face and cheerfully condom to keep from getting a venereal disease or AIDS. I
offer you a condom. I think they do it with the honest · don't know about you, but before I have sex with someone,
intention of preventing disease, but it is insulting, and the I at least try to know her name and have dinner with her and
marry her beforehand. For people who don't sleep around
method is as blunt as a wrecking ball.
Last year, my wife and I were walking down the and have a zero percent chance of contracting a venereal
campus sidewalk where the fair was being held. We both disease or AIDS through sex, handing them a condom might
got interested in two different displays, and this guy with pressure them or tempt them to be promiscuous and greatly
the manners of a camel walks up to her and offers her a increase their chance of dying of AIDS.
The second flaw is the presumption that you are an
condom. If it was still legal, I would have slapped a glove

irresponsible little kid. I mean, we're college students, and
we'd like to be treated like adults. Some of the advertising
I've seen reminds me of the potty jokes I used to tell in sixth
grade. They have condoms wrapped in camouflage or
packaged in stealth bomber shaped boxes with the caption,
"They'll never see you coming!" One year, I saw a guy
walking around in a full-body condom named "Mr.
Condom." They have a poster that is a caricature of
condoms for all sorts of different people. The "traveler's
condom" has labels from different countries on it, much
like the stereotypical tourist's suitcase. If these AIDS
awareness groups want us to use condoms, they can just
give us the facts and statistics. We're mature enough to
make the decision.
Passing out condoms just seems to me to be a tactless,
tasteless and ineffective way of trying to solve a problem.
Much like the bureaucratic method of throwing money at
a problem, throwing condoms at a problem won't make it
go away.
A classier approach would be to emphasize self-control and merge knowledge of the transmission of disease
with a mature understanding of human sexuality.

0n~ramp to 111e·1n1onnation Superhighway: Part I

I

t's here. It's been growing for the past teri years,
paving its way into every aspect of modern life.
Invisible to the ranks of the computer illiterate, it
is an unblemished road into a landscape of perfect data
and communications. The information superhighway has
arrived, and if you haven't at least taken a ride through
cyberspace, you're definitely missing something revolutionary.
instantly accessing the latest story released on the CNN
Although experienced-with computers and software,
(and many other networks and sources) newswire. What
I am a newly baptized member of the growing ranks of better and more efficient way to be informed on world
"on-line" Americans; I therefore underst~nd the trepidaevents?
tion of non-users to take the first step into a completely
There are many worlds to explore in the realm of
foreign and technical world. But I also believe that with
cyberspace, and many ways to get to those worlds. For the
a·few training sessions, even the most computer-illiterate _ non-user (you know who you are), this article will hopefully
person can access vast stores of information and services.
offer a glimpse of what's on the other side. And once you' re
I've seen the (sometimes frightening) transformation,
in cyberspace, you might never want to come back.
and it's always great to watch someone oven:~ome their
Cyberspace. What is it? Will I need a pressurized suit
computer phobia.
to go there? How do I get there? Cyberspace is the popular
In a recent class lecture, an instructor of mine pointed
term for the on-line realm of services and information
out how his computer illiteracy is a definite handicap in
available through your phone line. That's right, with the
this new age of instant data transmission. He spends
simple connection of your computer modem to a standard
hours a week staying informed by reading newspapers,
phone jack and a little software, cyberspace is yours.

superhighway - a computer, a modem and some software.
Naturally, computer hardware is your most essential tool,
and the most expensive part of the package. IBM (or compatibles) and Macintosh computers alike can access cyberspace.
In the IBM/compatible world, most on-line services recommend (and some require) a 386- or 486-based machine with 4
megabytes of RAM. The modem is the device used to
communicate with the on-line service; many models are
_available, some with built in fax cards. A good source of
hardware information is a friend who already owns a com·
puter, for they've been through the sales hype.
Software includes a vendor-specific package that must be
installed and contains the interface you'll use to access services and features. For non-users, Windows 3.1 is recommended. I say that not because Steve Jobs pays me to, but
because I've helped enough people to gain computer literacy
to know that the first fear to overcome is the fear of the
interface. When people understand the screen they' re looking
at, the learning curve (even in previously untried software
packages) is greatly reduced. Windows 3.1 is a good platform
that serves the average user well, and many packages are

part of his job to be informed, after all. On-line, he could
there are three components (four, if you include your
save hours wasted reading unimportant news stories by · checkbook) required to begin your jaunt on the information
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maKes llte mat mucn easier.
Part II of this article will run in next Thursday's Future.
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. ~PPA DELTA
.
Attention all Kappa Delta Ladies.
This Saturday is UCF's first home
football game and U know what that
means-BUSRIDEwith EX-Lets get
b f
KO
'
psyc hed . It s gonna e un.
Pledges are the best, we love you.
P.S. Broote S. We love you too!

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fund raisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No Investment. Earn $$$ for your group plus

September 8, 199

Washer & Dryer from $85. RefrigPERSONAL TRAINING
erator from $125. Microwaves from Exercise program development,
$50. 6 mo warranty. Delivery avail. strength and aerobic conditioning.
Appliance Recyclers 327-3777
UCF Student special. 380-3792

Subleasemodem1 BdrmApt~D peraon~cashbonus~foryourae~~~~~~~~----~~P~ri-va~t-e~S~ch~o~~~r~sh~i-ps~W~a~lt~F~o-rY~o-u~!!
incl. 1m from UCF. $490, no dep. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65
Wedding Dress. Satin and Pearls. Personal Computer Match! Guaran
Call John 382-1761
P
Pl
' .
Tea lenght, fits dress size 8 or 10. teed. Call 1 (800) 807_6828 For Ap
oster . acer: responsible to plac~
$
f $
D 'd
t
t
t
t M t Orig. 375. Selling or 95. av1 s plication
posers ms ores/ res auran s. o I- Bridal. Call 897-5328
-----------2 BED/2 BATH CONDO, UNFUR- vated. $7/hr + Gas + Bonus. Car
NISH ED $650 PER MO
C 11 Al 1 800 852 6250
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
·
req. .a
ex House - UCF/Rouse Rd, 3/2, 2020 CPA/Former College Instr. Call
N1 IBSEHDE/01 $B4A8T5HPCEORNMDOO, UNFUR- Yardwork (mowing & weeding): sq . ft. 4 months new! Loaded with Loretta at 256-1140
downtown Orlando, private resi- extras, great location. $ 119,500.
·
2 BED/2 BATH COMPLETELY dence. About 2 days per month. 380-3792
FURNISHED CONDO $ 950 PER Excellent hrly wage. Call 894-0139 1 - - - - - - - - - - - l1(?13T3

1-------------t
I

CL/48 INTO

~a:

Littl~. Caesar~:

ma~agement

WITHIN 1TO8 MILES FROM
F/P
WESLEY FOUNDATION
UCF.
pos1t1ons avail. Opportu~.1ty for ~aUnited Methodist Campus
PLEASE CALL L.A. REAL ESTATE reer advancement. Tu1t1on . re1~Ministry
_
bursement program. Cantact Keith
679 2998
Student Center Room 206, 823(407) 426-2334
5335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00
Guest
Serv
Rep.
Hrly
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
Townhouse for Rent, 2b/2b, 2 story, +Comm.Bilingual helpful. Sell at~
Group, 5:00 PM . Weekly Bible w/d, AC, lawn service, $525 mo., traction tickets, make reservations.
Study opportunities
$300 dep. First & last mo rent. Avail. Exp. pref. but will train outgoing, self
and much more!
Oct. 1st, call 438-8764
motivated indiv. 363-0401
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for more informa- Apt. for rent $200, per mo. Fur- YOUTH PROGRAM COUNSELO
tion.
nished room, pool, washer/dryer, Must be 18 or older. Pass HRS
All Welcome!
TV, Ref., 20 min drive from UCF. screening req. Possess HRS cert.
T K
D Cl b
Non-smoking, responsible person. of training or obtain this cert. within
ae. won
u
.
Chinese prefered. Call Wenvi Zhao 1 1/2 yrs of employment. Possess
Co-ed beginners class .form mg. 644-1073 (Iv msg ) after 6:30 pm
cert. in First-Aid and CPR or obtain
Open house9-8. In multipurpose
'
this cert. within 3 mo of employroom, education building. For d e - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
tails call
_
Foxhunt: Two bedroom, two bath, ment. Prior exp. working w/school
671 3667
- - - - - - - - - - - - w a s h e r, dryer, lawn service. Call are children a plus. Apply to: City of
Jim 657-7598 or 380-8331
Maitland, Personnel Dept. 1776 lnCHI ALPHA
endence Lane. Mtl. Fl. 32751
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

I

I

Queen Size Bed-European Style,
black wooden frame, box spring & KC.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
mattress in 1, cushion liner & spare
fr incl. $280. Call Johnny 382-1761 Professional typing in my home allow
metooffermyservicesatveryresonabl
rates. Term papers, reports, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Foryourconvenience,
AtfTOS
I have a FAX, so your drafts can
faxed, saving you a delivery trip. CAL
Dodge Colt '84, 4 sp, 99kmi, runs 645-0880. I'm only a phone call away.
great, $600 OBO. Call 382-74-12
WORDMASTERS
'87 Ford Tempo, black wired inteTyping and Resume Service
·rior, 2dr, 5sp,AC, AM/FM. Vciy Since 1986 for all your student
strong engine. Only $999. Call.382- needs. IBM and laser equip. Same5518
day service avail. We've moved. Call
for info. 277-9600

1--------------t-------------1

°

A LOVING COMMUNITY OF
CHRISTIAN FRIENDS
Sponsored by the Assemblies of
God
Assembly workers wanted. Earn up
MEETS MON . 7:30 PM , STUto $7/hr. Close to UCF. Warehouse
DENT CENTER 214
enviroment.Callfordetails671-6000
ALL WELCOME_ MUSIC_
Models wanted for promotional Ad.
REFRESHMENTS - FUN
Male & Femal. New models each
week. Call Carla 328-8373. A Con·For info call David M. 774-0777
sumer Concepts Promotion
FSA - Filipino Student Association
Welcome back party, 9•9. First Mtg Hostess/Wa1tpersons/D1shwasherMon. 9-12 in sc 211 from 6_7 PM. Applv at Dra.gon Court Restaurant.
Call Abegail @ 579_ 7469 for more Ask for Jackie (359-1888)
info.
TELEMARKETER. Glamour Shots
High Fashion Photography, FashSurf Team: try-outs, Sat. 9:00 AM, ion Square Mall, seeks aggressive,
at Bethune, New Smyrna. For more upbeat individuals to book appointments. No cold calling. Guaranteed
info call Jason 658-4255
wage or commission bonus_ Will
UCF College Republicans: First mtg train. PIT, flex hours. Call 898-7954
of the Fall. Wed. 9-14, 8:00PM in ask for Robin or D.J.
Student Center, Rm 214

A + Typing and Word Processing
Quality work! Quick results! Call today! (407) 366-7123
Fast Accurate & Next to Campus!
RESUMES - Waters looking rough? Call Cherie for your typing needs
Your ship has come in! $5 and up. 359-9203
Laser printing . S.S. Resumes 6572920

?f.R.30NAL3

Large light brown couch w/side chair
(top cond) $65, soft duwns, stuffed
white leather chah (mint _cond)$75,
19' Magnavox color TV (w/ remote)
w/entertainment stand $190, 13"
color ADC-TV (w/remote $75. For
more info please call 657-5518

I

NEED FINANCIAL AID FOR
COLLEGE ,,
Personalized computer search will
help you find money for college. Call
365-0609 ext 112 for a recorded
message

Christian Man, 31 , seeks similiar
woman, 25-33 for deep, meaningful
relationship. I am intelligent, secure,
gentle, and of good morals. Write
me at 3509 Needles Dr., Orlando,
Fl. 32810 if interested.

1-------.----.___...,___________--+-------------__._____________,,

Discover the new Animation & Film
Association. We offer you the best
speakers, films (&discussions) on
campus. Free snacks & off campus
events. Meetings on Mondays at
7:30 PM. Come to PC3 Rm 204.
First meeting, Sept 12. Call 6952508 for more info.

PERSONAL PAGERS
· · -. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·······FROM · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Responsible person needed for
Child care in my Longwood home:
M-F, 8:30-4:00 for 14 month old
and 4 year old. Tell me about yourself! Send to:
Resident
P.O. Box 162175 ._
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32716

MO.
ALPllA PAGERS! NUMERIC PAGERS!

Wanted. Part-time assistant to work
with a disabled individual with exercise program in the evening hours.
Call John 678-1729

CELLULAR PHONES!

1-------------1

PR P.!Of'I seeks female' to share
expenses of house near campus.
Beatiful subdivision with pool, vol- Athletic, energetic people. Must be
leyball, tennis, etc. Call 380-6946 in good shape, no fear of heights, or
Roommate needed to share 2br/ climbing. Also hiring person with
D.J. abilities. Personality is a must.
2ba apartment in Curry Ford/S. Apply in person at 5905 lnternaSemoran area. $250 mo, plus 112 tional Dr. Inquire at purple building.
1-u_t......
il._C_a_11_c_h_u_ck_a_t_2_8_2-_8..,..6_54______ Accepting applications 6pm-9pm.
M/F roommate wanted for Oct. 1, (407) 293-3678 or (407) 248-8449
$200 , own bedroom , nice little 1-------------e
house, 6 miles from UCF, Washer/
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
Dryer incl. Call Jules 366-7825
1-------------1 home. All materials provided. Send
LOOKING FORA ROOMMATE??? SASE to P.O. Box 10075, Olathe,
GET THE RIGHT ONE ON TH KS 66051
FIRST TRY!! USE THE DISCREE
COMPUTER MATCHING S Y S T E M - - - - - - - - - - ROOMMATE HUNTERS 895-080
OR 1-800-814-2492
BUSINESS CONSULTANT
I need help!! ! To expand my
N/S Male to share 2/2 duplex w
same. 15 mins from UCF $250/mo + business locally, nationally and
1/2 util. Call 677-4734
internationally. Part-time $400Female roommate needed. $218 + $1000. Full-time $1500-$4000.
1/2 util, close to UCF. I ride my bike From home or offiice. Call (407)
to class. Please call 381-3783. Move
382-4524
in ASAP
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casual trot around the confines of
the backyard.
After a few brisk morning runs
attempting to entrap the black beast
in neighboring yards, I decided to
throw some bricks under the fence
where she favors digging. Ofcourse,
the little mutt just moved on down
the chainlink and made a hole comparable to Hogan's Heroes' tunnels
throughout the German countryside.
I found that no matter how bad the
by Sean Perry
pup is, my girlfriend can find an
excuse for her behavior.
So each sunrise, the mutt gets
I considered discussing MTV up on the bed and begins pawing and
and its incredible array of talented nudging me until I let her outside. I
video jockeys, but it seems that no check the fence to make sure · the
matter which subject the weekly bricks are in place and then go back
issue is focussing on, the hip topic to bed.
An hour later, the neighbor is
of Music Television slides into the
ringing the doorbell. I goon foot, my
column.
Whether through crafty vid- girlfriend by car, as we roam the
eos or its outrageous lineup of com- neighborhood like Colonel Klink
mercials, it has definitely shaped and Shultz, bumbling around as
the artistic front and drained Mookie visits the Rottweiler and
America's youth of half their lives. Chow down the road.
I'm not sure who is to blame
The apathetic youth vote
when the Chili Peppers make an in this situation: the animal that
MTV "Rock the Vote" commer- has taken residence on this planet
cial, and spend hours in front of the for about 300 days, a pair of adults
tube for a Beavis & Butthead mara- or the bricks. It has become somewhat of a predicament in the young
thon.
It would be difficult to pro- - household. I chose the house and
pose any more unique opinions y¥, I got the dog, and I let her out
about the channel that haven't al- back. Should I be angered that she
ready become cliche, so I'll take takes a stroll every morning?
I watch the evening news and
this opportunity to become more
acquainted with you, the reader.
trytocontem_platethethingsthatold
The poster dog I have been Bill and George have conjured up
usingas!Ilycolumnheaderisnamed for us and realize that my domestic
Mookie. She is a nine-month-old problems pale in comparison. So I
Chow and chooses the freedom of just turn on MTV, let the dog out,
a run down Oxalis Avenue over the and then wait for the door bell.

Just a thought

'lf we can't make you laugh, you're dead!'
Downtown's SAK Theatre specializes in off-the-wall imrpov comedy
"three-way," and requires the three
actors to provide the voices for each
other while they are each perform"If we can't make you ing.
laugh, you 're dead," at-shirt silkIn another standard, the acscreen motto proclaims from its tors line up and create a story (based
place on the wall. Underneath, upon a suggestion from the audi"pot"ted palms (planted in toilet ence) one word at a time. The narrabowls) serve as the rest of the tive quickly passes from one word
decor of the lobby of the SAK to the next. This can create quite a
Theatre. This is not just a the-· scene, for each tries to add as many
neutral words (articles, adjectives
atre, it is a "Comedy Lab."
SAK Theatre special- ~--~---
izes in improvisational comedy with a show called
"Theatresports." The format
is very much like Whose Line
ls It, Anyway? on Comedy
Central. The actors are
grouped into teams and play
certain games that utilize audience suggestions. This leads
to improvised scenes. Audi- .
ence members form a panel of
The gang down at SAK Theatre.
judges and rate the skits, and a
referee keeps score and acts as or prepositions) until one actor is
emcee.
backed into making a key word deThis format is not original to cision.
SAK Theatre, but the SAK players
Another game made the copioneered the idea in Central medians create a scene and then set
Florida four years ago, and since it to a different musical style. This
then,ithas taken hold.SAK is very particular _night, they presented a
well attended, especially on the skit about tight pants'. Opera, a rap,
weekends. The fuller houses lead and the blues made a new scene
to better shows, for greater audi- each time.
·certain games u more than
ence interaction fuels the experience.
audience input. A member of the
There are certain regular audience might be singled out to
types of games used in participate. A gentleman was asked·
Theatresports. One game is calJed to sit at a microphone and create the
by RICHARD AGSTER

Entertainment critic

sound effects for the scene. This
cast/audience interaction adds to the
effect of the show.
The spontaneity of improvised scenes, which are usually
based upon silly topics garnered
from the audience, makes a great
show. SAK' s staff of comedians are
all regulars. Some of the comedians
founded the theatre four years ago.
This leads to a consistent level of
quality in the performances, which
are hilarious.
SAK Theatre also holds
classes in improvisational comedy, and the graduates of their
"SAK University" participate in
''Theatresports: The Next Generation." This show is of the same
format and shows early in the
week.
"Improv Jam" shows once
weekly. It is improv with fewer of
the constraints that the
Theatresports places upon the form.
&ldie Perez, SAK' s House
Manager, says that a majority of the
audiences are ofthe college age, and to
further attract students, a student discount is offered.
As of Monday, Oct. 3, SAK
Theatre will be changing its show
times and will be adding asoow called,
"Sketch Marks," a sketch comedy
show, much like SAK's earlier
''Trendy Britches."
SAK Theatre is located at 45 E.
Church St., downtown. For reservations or more information, call 6480001.
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DISCOUNT EYEVIEAR)

"Orlando's Only Quality Fashion. Eyewear
Outlet...At Factory Direct Savings!"
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Various artists
Blankman (Soundtrack)
(Epic)

The Blankman soundtrack
is as versatile as Damon Wayans'
comedy. Just as he goes from
bum to prisoner and T.V. screen
to movie screen, this CD is in
constant transition from
smoothed-out a capella solos to
west-side, laid-back rap.
Tag Team is back again
with "Dig Deep," which is not as
catchy as their previous tune. The
silky smooth numbers come in
the form of Portrait and Silk.
Then there' s some east coast hiphop funk from the Funky Poets
with "Never Say Never," then
comes the knockout blow from

,
1 .

Domino is back wit da'
flava with, "Do You Feel Like It
B~by." The best track on there is
from K-Dee of da Lenchmob with
"Talk of the Town." The song is
fat enough to carry the CD by
itself, but it doesn ' t nave to, because its supporting cast is alright
as well. I haven ' t seen the movie,
but if it's. as good as the CD, it
has to be at least three stars.
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Now that Led Zeppelin is
no longer the only influence of
rock, a new alternative sound has
emerged with a new collection of
roots from which to branch.
The band, Cords, is another
disciple of Perry Ferrell, yet its
distorted attribution to punk/garage is misconstrued throughout.
Tracks such as "Gasping"
and "Circle" are touched with a
rebellious punk influence, but
there is no commitment to obnoxiously loud themes. The guitars
aim at distortion then lose the
grunge atmosphere.altogether.
Much of the EP is without
direction, other than the Bachman
Turner Overdrive cover, "American Woman ," which sounds comfortable in a slowed down,
grunged-out '90s version.
If absence of structure was
Cord's goal, then they have
achieved complete success; however, if they wanted it to sound
somewhat catchy, I'd throw this
one back to the more committed
punk groups of the decade.

Mother May I
Use Your Appetite For Spaghetti
(Harmony)

This band must've gotten
its name from the most influential
chapter in the How to be Robert
Smith textbook, which they o_bviously studied in Cure 101.
Every song on Scenery
sounds like a cheap attempt at a
Cure song, whether it's an up tempo
dance dittie or a glum lost love
ballad.
I believe Smith's dark revelations and depressing tales of
woe, but Chapter 29 ' s lead vocalist, John Stephens, sounds about
as convincing as a Star Search
contestant trying to do Pavarotti.
Chapter 29 was obviously
impressed with the worst part of
the '80s New Wave movement.
This album is permeated with
cheesy keyboards and ' 80s syn th
pop.
Even though there are five
guys in the band, it sounds like
one guy is singing with his keyboard and drum machine. Do yourself a favor and tear this Chapter
out of your book.

Mother May I gets the award
for best album title, hands down.
For those of you non-rock fans,
this title mocks three of Guns 'n'
Roses last albums - Use Your
Illusion, Appetite for Destruction

and The Spaghetti Incident.
Besides having a penchant
for sarcastic humor, Mother plays
gorgeous power-pop in the vein
of Redd Kross or a crunchier Gin
Blossoms.
On "Nothing to Do," the
slick harmonies recall the fun pop
of early Cheap Trick.
The only time they slow
things down on this 5-song EP is
an acoustic number called, "Sitting Pretty." This track sat in my
stomach like my mom 's five-day old meatloaf. Clearly, this band is
better at uptempo rockers than the
ballads.
The best track is a cover of
The Association 's "Never My
Love," which runs neck and neck
with the original. Mother, may I
-L Uflli'L
have seconds, please?
.:tlo:::. ·1
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Chapter29
Scenery
(Crystal Palace)
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Spunk and spontaneity are the keys to success
by KENNETH LOO
Axis writer

1

was a blistering, sunny
day on the back lot of the DisneyMGM Studios and the pathway
leading to the sound stage of Star
Search is cluttered with camera
cables and trailers. I walked patiently around wires and between
buildings and ended up in front of
a brown trailer. In big printed letters on the door was the name
"Martha Quinn." With a swift
knock, the trailer door opened,
and standing there was a bright
and cheery Martha. She invited
me to sit down, and before I even
began interviewing her, she asked
me ifl was nervous.
"Can I ask you a question?"
she said calmly. "Are you like,
totally pressured?"
"In a way," I replied, "but
I'll be fine."
"I know exactly how that
feels. When I do an interview,
there's camera people and a director, and they're all like looking at
me like, 'I hope she asks a good
question,' so I like totally understand."

A d with that, I received
my first lesson about Martha
Quinn. It is the consideration and
caring about every part of everything that she's involved with that
sets her apart.
Martha Quinn might be
known as many things - one of
the original MTV vee-jays, an environmentalist or co-host of Ed

<.

!Martha Quinn explains how to handle the highs and lows of show biz
McMahon's Star Search. When
you see her in action, you realize
that she represents more than just
those characteristics. She is motivated, accomplished and
hardworking. For many, Quinn's
association with music began on
Aug. 1, 1981, with the inception
of MTV. In her eyes, qmsic began
with her first Monkee' s al bum and
has blossomed to make her one of
the most recognizable people in
pop music today.

Born in Albany, New
York, Quinn attended New York
University as a broadcast journalism major and hosted two radio
programs, ranging from rock and
roll to rhythm and blues. After
graduating in June, 1981, she became an intern at WNBC. It was
here that through a friend who
knew a friend, she became aware
of a wacky new cable channel
which would air 24 hours of music videos. Discovering that there
were five open vee-jay positions,
she went to a five o'clock tryout
on the last day and got the job.
Martha questioned whether
an MTV idea would work.
"I had no idea," remarked
Quinn .. "Ijust knew thatI had just
graduated from college, and I had
a choice between working two
days a week at a radio station on
Long Island or working five days
a week at this wacky cable chan- ·
nel. It was like, do I want to work
two days or do I want to work five
days. Well, let me take the five
days; and we'll see what happens.
Then when I started working, I

began to get an idea of exactly
what does happen, and I got into
it."

A

should lead her toward Ed
McMahon's Star Search. As a host
of the musical group section shot
on location at Pleasure Island in
the Disney Parks area, she is excited about what she has done and
what she will be doing. In this cohost position, it is clear that Martha

a vee-jay she quickly
became the queen of MTV, probably the most recognizable of any
vee-jay. She won a Cable Ace
A ward in 1986
and the title,
"Best MTV
Vee-Jay,"
from Rolling
Stone, People,
and US magazine readers,
but her most
vivid memories of MTV
are her relationships with
the other four
original Veejays.
-"We
were
like
cousins; we all
basically keep
in touch, some
more than othsome
. ers,
times more
than others.
They were
great people
MTV legend Martha Quinn now seen on
and
were
Star Search, filmed at Disney/MGM Studios
gratefully
. brought into
my life."
is bac~ in her element and in a
position that she loves. ..
.To say that Martha has
moved on is an understatement.
She has accomplished far more
than anyone anticipated. It was
natural that her bond to music

I

got the opportunity to
watch her and her new segment
being filmed. Quinn is a devoted
host. Before introducing the bands,
she talks to everyone from camera

operators to the producers, practices her cues relentlessly and even
takes time to say hello to her audience. She is most excited about
the talent that she presents.

This brings her back to
her MTV days, because she is
reminded of the new bands and
new music styles just starting out.
Her segment has taken her outside
of the studio by placing the bands
in front of an audience and letting
them play live. Also, these are not
your typical Star Search bands.
Both bands I witnessed" "Cathouse
Blues" and "The Laura Allen
Band," were extremely cutting
edge and entertaining.

Martha Quinn's e·volution as an entertainer has taken
her full circle. From MTV to Star
Search, Martha has grown and developed, yet still she has no idea
where she is going.
"I once heard Dolly Parton
had this five-year plan. She was
going to do this and that. My plan
is to get out of bed, answer the
phone. I really don't have a big
plan. I would love to be on a
sitcom. I don't know what other
crazy things. I guess I'm just rolling along."
As our interview ended,
I realized my second lesson about
Quinn. Everything in her Ii fe, from
· MTV to Star Search, has just happened. She never really plans anything. For Martha Quinn, this is
her mixture: spontaneity and
spunk.

Student Legal Services
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Problems With:
•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room 210
Monday--Friday 8am-5pm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association
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This past ·Once-obscure MTV now essential to life
summer...
by TOM DiPAOLO

Music editor

Don'tdeny it. No matter how
cool you think you are or how
"indie pure" you've think you've
become, you watch MTV. There's
no escaping it. It's geared and targeted towards ·our age group and·
offers something for everyone.
Even the busiest of students have
enough time to catch a three-minute
video here and there. I feel drawn
to watch just to keep up on what's
hot and what pop star.is in jail this
week!
However, MTV has evolved
over the years and is primarily the
god in the music industry . What
once started out as a fad in August
1981, with as much promise as the
golf channel, has turned into the
reason why most students get cable
in the first place.
Let's do the time warp and
follow MTV from it's inception up
through today, as well as the
changes it has placed on the music
industry itself.

•

,
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Remember Martha Quinn,
J .J. Jackson, Mark Goodmen, Alan
Hunter, and Nina Blackwood? Of
course you do. They were the original (and coiners of the phrase) VJs
in the early '80s that brought you
the first video ever aired (officially)
"Video Killed the Radio Star" by
the Buggles. This was the time in
which we saw a rocket blast off
and a little moon man (which later
would become the station's mascot) plant the MTV flag on the
moon. Times were simpler than
for the station and they were out to
have fun, not realizing what a monster they would later develop into.
The video programming was very
eclectic, from the reggae banter of
Eddie Grant's "Electric A venue"
and Musical Youth's "Pass the
Dutchie" to straight ahead rockers
like Joan Jett ' s "I Love Rock N
Roll" and Rick Springfield's
"Jessie' s Girl." One minute, A
Flock of Seagulls would be doing
"I Ran" the next minute Rockwell
would be singing "Somebody's
Watching Me." It didn't matter to

early MTV. All types of music
were thrown together into one
happy mix. Remember the "Closet
Classics" where one could check
out a Door's video or watch the
Battle of the Bands on the "Basement Tapes" to see if Joe Shmo's
band from New Jersey beat John
Doe's from North Carolina? MTV
had a huge part in the New Wave
movement where many one hit
wonders became TV legends .
Bands like Blotto with I Wanna be
a Lifeguard and Echo and the
Bunnymen with "the Cutter" were
seen 24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
Soon the format started to
change, the station got show oriented and the staff began to turnover quicker than Elvis in his
grave... Adam Curry hosted the
Headbanger's Ball and "Downtown" Julie Brown .ran Club MTV.
The Top 20 Video Countdown and
Dial MTV (where the viewer could
vote for their favorite video) ran
'a.muck and the rocket blasting off
at .the top of each hour was stopped

due to the unfortunate accident with
the Challenger. After countless
program changes (120 Minutes to
Alternative Nation) and numerous
changes in staff, we have the MTV
of today.
The channel has so many
shows that it's programming is run
daily in the TV guide. Show 's like
Ren and Sti mpy, Bea vis and
Butthead and The Real World now
take the place where video's once
ruled. Types of music are divided
up into neat little blocks where
soul and rap are played one hour
and "alternative videos" can be
seen at midnight. If MTV decides
to play a band's video their almost
guaranteed success, or at least 24
hours in the limelight. Only a
handfull of bands become great
without the help of the giant corporate star maker and as seen with
Puck on The Real World, MTV can
make anyone a star with a little
exposure. As Bob Dy Ian would
say "the times they are a changin"
and MTV along with it , or is it us
along with MTV? Hmmmm.
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and had backstage
passes to
Woodstock...
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ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING
YOU'VE I<NOWN ALL ALONG •

O

ver 1.6 million people in education and
research know that choosing TIAA-CREF

·annuities."*** Of course, past performance is no
guarantee of future results.

was a smart move. And now everyone else does

too: Because Morningstar-one of the nation's
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual
fund information-has some stellar things to say
about our retirement investment accounts.
"This ·comfortable combination of
risk and return has earned the CREF
Stock Account a five-star rating."*

,~feW,.~!M'.w . ., ~Mfaj"~6~%&MW""'-}
After studying CREF's performance history,

"' ••• CREF is far and away the cheapest

variable annuity out there."
. .,%>4..iW4.1<it:iittwl
##~l~-,;@.W
Morningstar also called attention to CREFs
"... rock-bottom" fees-something that can really
add to the size of your nest-egg down the road.
What's more, TIAA's traditional annuitywhic h offers guaranteed princ ipal and interest
plus the opportuni ty for div idends- w as cited
as having the highest fixed a ccount interest rate
among all annuities in its class.
We're happy to accept Mornings tars glowing

Morningstar gave five-stars-its highest rating-

•

What did you
do?
Call 823-8192,
for access to Axis.

to both the CREF Stock and Bond Market

ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll

Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the

keep focusing on something more down-to-earth:

CREF Social Choice Account~ * In fact, the
CREF Stock Account was singled out as having

building the financial t'uture you want and deserve .
For more information about our Morningstar

''. .. one of' the best 10-year records among variable

ratings or TIAA-CREF. just call 1 800 842-2776.

Ensuring·the future
for those who shape it.sM
*Source: ,\\urni ngstar °> C u mprl'ht•nsin: \ 'ari<thll' .\nnuityl l.ifo l'l'rforma nt·c Report .Ja nu ary. I<)<)~ .
**Sourl'l.': 1\\om ingst.;.tr l.ne_ lor pcri{)( I!" end ing .\b n:h 3 1. l'Jt)...f .•\\ n rn in l!star is a n int f~p«.·ndt•111 't-'n.·in• th.a1 ra tl"... murual funds and ,·ariable
an nuitic$ on the l >.:1 ~is ul ri!'> k-itd iu ~tc.·d Jli:rf~>rm.m . . c.·. Tht:~~ fill in g'."t ~trl" :-.~1hil'ct to l-hanrrc..· l'\ l ' I\. month. Tlw top l()t' 1 of fund~ m l'iu.·h <. · la~~
rel·l.'i Vl" livt.• s l ar:-., lh l• fo lluwing :n ..=,0 o rL"n.•iv t.• lc.w r st ~1rs.
e
•
lf;** A m l~ng thl· variable annu ity at:c.:o unl!' romh•tl h_, j\ \orn m gst.:lr: the.• CREI'" StrM. k .\ t.: n>unt w.1s I of l:l c-ro\\'lh -•rntl-im·c.)m(.' Ju·ount~ with IO
years of pt.•rfurm.ann.•. i\\ornin~sl•tr r.ank~ tlu.· 1>t.·dl>r111;1nt ·l· nfa \ariitl>le annuit\' ~u:n,unt rda1in· to iL in,':l~tml·n1 dJ ... ~ h •.L""-'cl on 101.11 rt.~turn ·-

CREF <1'r1ili,·a1 <'> Ml' d i>t r'.h~~~l_ hy T l.: \ ·\ -CREF In.Ji, idu.tl a nd l1»ti1u1ion:1l S..·n in·;. For mnn· rnmpl~1,• inform.tiion. in<luclin!' ,·hMg<'•
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I

need the

FReedO.m .

call wherever I
- want, whenever I want.
to

I

need to ·spend time

T&WnG

with people
who matter to me without
spending my ltfe savings.
'

I

-

'

'

need customer

.S up.P ort

that keeps the same
hours I do.
· That's why I need the
cOnvenience and VAlue
of my ACUS Service and the
crisp clear quality of AT&T.

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------·
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DOG OF THE WEEK:
GAME OF THE WEEK:
This usually includes the Yucaneers,
This one's obvious. Joe against the Niners
is the matchup every football fan's been
San Francisco 49ers(-2.5) at Kansas
so why should this week be any different.
waiting for, it's HERE!
City Chiefs. Joe finally gets an oppurtunity to
The Tampa Bay vs. Indianapolis game
face his old teammates and at Arrowhead. If r--is_an_eas
__y_c_ure_fo_r_an_y_in_so_mru_·a_c_._ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
you saw the Niners offensive exhibition last
Monday, you know it won't be easy for Joe to
beat San Fran. Take the Niners in a thriller.
G@f~&rrqJ;I~
IG~ /ir-$ / G@m@
S.F. 28-K.C. 25.
Miami Dolphins(+3) at Green Bay
yrqJ;;m~
· I~@ -$@~-$@1Jll oil$ rqJ;
Packers. The Pack is back, and they'll roll over
the Dolphins defense, or Jack there of. I pic1<
'rf!i-$ rirQf@
~ JJJl <Qf" Ir @ m
the Packers in a shoot out. G.B. 42-M.D. 35.
!JJ@ol
DetroitLions(+4) at Minnesota Vikings.
The Vikings looked awkward with Warren
Moon behind center, and the Lions looked
good with Scott Mitchell at the helm. This
rivalry will produce a quality game. D.L. 23.Jbe ride JS free all
M.V. 16.
Buffalo Bills at New England Patriots
you need JS your
- pick 'em. The Bills looked awful while th~
Patriots looked invincible. The Pats will actusludenl g7)_
You
ally pull this one out at home. Bledsoe is the
mus/ sJjn up in !be
next Marino - .you heard it here first. N.E.
28-B.B. 21.
c597! offices c5!udenl
Pittsburgh Steelers(+2.5) at Cleveland
Browns. The Steelers looked bad against
Genier 155.
Jbe
Dallas, but who doesn't. The Brownies led by
bus,ses · auff arrive al
Eric "I'll return a kickoff and a punt for a
touchdown in the_same game" Metcalf will
11:45
a.m.
behind
pull this one out. C.B. 31-P.S. 26.
L.A. Rams( +8) at Atlanta Falcons. The
!be 72J1fd ~·zza and
Falcons are getting too much credit with this
line. The Falcons will win, but won't cover,
deparl al noon. Jor
and Andre Rison wi11 have 15 receptions for
more
over 200 yards. A.F. 28-L.A. 23.
in/ormalion
-~
Indianapolis Colts(+ 1.5) at Tampa Bay
calf
cJ2:J--2191
Bucaneers. The Bucs will find a way to lose,
believe me. The Colts looked great last week,.
and Marshall Faulk is all that and a $5 million
-II;bonus. Take the Colts over the Bucs at home.
..
l.C. 21-T.B. 18.
Chicago Bears(+3.5) ~t Philadelphia
Eagles. 'Da Bears can't handle Randall, but
the Eagles will contain Kramer. P.E. 18!C.B.10.

@/

I@

Houston Oilers(+ 14) at Dallas Cowboys. Normally this is a heated rivalry. After
the drubbing the Oilers took last week plus the
probable loss of Carlson, this is now a laugher.
Take the Cowpokes minus two touchdowns.
D.C. 28-H.O. 13.
Washington Redskins(+7.5) at New
Orleans Saints. The Saints looked good in the
opener. Should have no problem with the hasbeen Skins. N.O. 23-W.R. 16.
Denver Broncos(+3) at New York Jets.
The Broncos loss of tight end Shannon Sharpe
to injury hurts. The Jets surprised everyone by
pounding the Bills like it was Super Bowl
time again. I like the Jets at home. N.Y. 27D.B. 23 .
Seattle Seahawks(+7) at Los Angeles
Raiders. A terrible Raiders' defense was exposed on national television last Monday, and
you can bet the Seahawks were watching.
Mirer will throw to Blades until his arm fa11s
off, and Cortez Kennedy will stuff an anemic
running game. S.S. 23-L.A. 21 .
Cincinnati Bengals(+9) at San Diego
Chargers. The Chargers will spank Cincinnati
like little pussycats. Natrone Means will have
over 100 yards rushing, ain't adamn thing the
Bengals can do about it. S.D. 35-C.B. 21.
N.Y. Giants(+3.5) at Arizona Cardinals.
You can bet Buddy ripped his boys after last
week's debacle against the Rams. The G-Men
don't have a proven quarterback, and Megget
can't carry the team every week, especially not
this one. A.C. 21-N.Y. 13.
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One piece boot and frame For
energy, transfer. Auto Rock for
toolless rockering. And the Power
Braking System (~BS). Control
freaks: your skates have arrived .
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CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
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281-4438
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St. Joseph's .
Cdt!ioUc Church
1501 Alafaya Trail
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Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30jp.m. & 12 p.m.
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*ASK ABOUT OUR STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM
& OUR UPCOMING SKATE CLUB BENIFITS.

THE TRUTH COMES
OUT ON THE STREET.
~ACROSS THE-STREET FROM UCF.~
o-. 742-7

orts
Sbong safety Steven
by PAT KARSNICK
Staff writer

TheWrightbrotherswerethe
fathers of flight. In the early 1900s,
they invented a flying machine. So
what do they have in common with
Steve Wright? Nothing, but if he
were there with the Wright brothers,
he probably would have knocked
them and their airplane down.
Golden Knights safety Steve
Wright is head of the defensive secondary, and when there is an air
attack coming his way, he takes
control, knocking down everything
in sight with a fierce blow.
In Saturday's game against
Maine, Wright started the season
off with six tackles and one interception, grounding the Black Bears
flight before it ever had a chance to
take off. Maine managed to score
only six points.
He was named co-defensive

player of the game, along with linebacker Travis Cooper, and this was
after missing a11 oflast season with
an ankle injury.
"It felt great to come back. I
was a tad bit nervous in the morning
before the game, but once I got out
there, I was able to have.fun and just
play football," says Wright. ·
Wright broke his ankle in
practice three days prior to the first
game of 1993. He was redshirted
and is now a senior.
Coming back this season is
going to be quite a task. Wright is
not leadingjust any secondary-he
is leading the No. 1 ranked team in
Division I-AA football, according
to Sports Illustrated.
, "Itisagreathonortobepicked
as No. }, but we have to continue to
go out there and prove it each game.
It was uplifting for the defense to go
out and only allow six points. We
were very encouraged by that," says
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nght adds punch .to secondary
Wright.
Wright hopes to settle down
a defensive secondary, which was
one of the Knights weakest areas
last season.
"We can be greatly improved
[in the secondary] this year. Last
year, we were very young. This
year, with my experience and the
experience that the others gained,
should be beneficial, and right now,
we are just looking to improve even
more as the season goes on."
Wright and the secondary
will have the opportunity to show
their experience this weekend when
they play the home opener against
Valdosta State.
Last season, Valdosta punished the Knights' inexperienced
secondary, attacking them from all
angles in the air. The Knights came
back to win 35-30.
"We're looking forward to
the challenge of Valdosta State. It is

an opportunity for us to prove ourselves some more," says Wright
If ~right and the secondary
can control the weapons of Valdosta
State and keep them grounded and
continue to ground the rest of their

opponents, then Steve Wright will
have something in common with
the Wright brothers. Their names
will both be in the history books, but
only Steve Wright will have the words
"national champion" next to his.
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Women down the Pack, now 1-0-1
by ANDREW VARNON
As.sistant sports editor

On labor day, while almost
everyone in the nation was clogging
their arteries with hot dogs and hamburgers, the women's soccer team
was busy proving NCAA pollsters
wrong. The unfortunate recipi~nt of
theQolden Knights' justice-seeking
fury was the Wolfpack of North
Carolina State. Coming into the
game, NC State was ranked 18th in
thenationalpollandhadjustedged
number 15,Floridalntemational,on
Sunday at St. Claire fjeld. UCF, on

the other hand, has been overlooked
by the pollsters for over a year now.
The way UCF wrested control
of the game early, one could have
easily mistaken the ranked team for
the unranked one. After numerous
missed oppurtunities, the Golden
Knightoffense9ecidedtosetupcamp
in NC State's goalmouth and keep
knocking until the door fell down.
And sure enough, the hinges came
loosefromconstantbombardmentand
JuniorforwardJenniferO'Connorwas
able to nudge the ball through for
UCF's first goal. Ironicly enough,
Sophomore ifofender Michele Harris,

~transfer from ~C State, got her foot
m on the play agamstherformerteammates, registerin~ the assist. As soon
as the ball sent shivers up the back of
the net, O'Connor and Harris were
mobbed by a veritable mountain of
black-shirted Knights. It was a sight
thatNCStatewouldhavetobearthree
more times.
NC State's goalkeeper Libby
Wones was sporting a visor, but it
might as well have been a blindfold,
with the firing squad she was standing
infrontof.EvenwhenO'Connorwas
swappedoutforFreshmanSaraKane,
there was no respite. After a few minutes into the lineup, Kane recieved the
ball a few strides past midfield in the
open, closes on goal with the dribble
and fired from 25 yards out for score
· numbertwo.Senior AmyGeltzmade
itan even three for halftime, tapping in
acomerkickfromJunior Kelly Stout.
Down3-0,NCStatemighthave
been humiliated enough, but UCF
wasn't done with them yet. Minutes
into the second half, O'Cormor wins a
ball from the defense and centers it to
Senior Kelly Kochevar, who took a
touch and then hammered it home.
After the fourth goal, NC State
finally gathered up its pride and took
the battle to the Knights.
'That fourth goal kind of hurt
us," said UCF Head Coach Karen
Richter. '1t motivated them."
Down four goals, the frustrated
Wolfpack started taking advantage of
their size In a battle of bruises. The
undersized Knights werealready down
Senior sweeper Liz Shaw to a knee
injury in the Mercer game, and now
they were trading hard falls with the
bigger, stronger NC State squad and
UCF didn't like it one bit. Both
O'Connor and Geltz recieved yellow
cards for contact above and beyond
the normal course of play.
Shawunderwenttestingforher
knee injury on Tuesday, but fears she
may have torn a ligament which could
require surgery. Her replacement,
Sophomore Leslie Golden, "played
out of her head," said Richter.
Saturday, the Golden Knights I
will take their case to co-defending
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Stephen Wright broke his ankle before last season and sat out all
year in rehabilitation. Th~ senior has 139 career tackles.
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UCF Cross Country team travels
to A·Jaska for 'Northern Exposure'
Wenhold (so).
Last season the University
of Alaska at Fairb~nks traveled to
One may think it's crazy to the University of South Florida
travel 16 hours to run a race, but for the annual state meet where
that is exact! y what the UCF Cross where UCF faced their far northem foes.
Country Team is doing.
Coach Paul Beberg ofUAF
On Sept. Q, a select few
runners from the cross country was very impressed with UCF's
team ventured to Fairbanks, Cross Country Team, so much so
Alaska, which is five hours be- , that he invited them to come to
hind us and which has an average Alaska. He offered to pay for the
high of 40 degrees this time of airfare and hotel rooms for up to
year. Seven men and seven 14 runners.
They will race on Septemwomen were selected by Coach
ber 10, against UAF as well as the
Doug Loftus to make the trip.
"This was one of the hard- University of Seattle. Following the
est decisions I've ever had to race, UCF will experience a "change
make," Loftus said, referring to of taste", as they join in the famous
cutting the 37-person team down Great Alaskan Cookout. Some of
the foods they will be tasting into a miniscule 14.
The runners included clude elk, salmon, halibut, deer, and
women - Ktanah Bresnick (so), moose. Also, while they are there,
Tiffany Hill Ur), Jeanne Lesniak they will be setting aside time to see
(Sr), Jennifer Pewitt (so), Heather the majestic sites of Alaska.
This is the first time any team
Shulz Ur), and twins Lorena and
from
UCF
has traveled to Alaska to
Valerie Valenzuela (jr); men compete,
and if budget permits
Toby Berndt (jr), Jeff Budd (Jr),
they'll
return
to UAF once again
Erik Lipham (sr), Rene Plasencia
next
Fall.
(sr), Jason Sullivan (fr), and Brian
by NICOLE GRAPPO
Staff writer

Look to the front page of the papetfor the
coverage of the UCF Golden Knights football
team and their home opener this week against
~
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~AAC' c~ampion FIU. Richter be- Valdosta State. Of course, the Future will have
Senior striker Kelly Kochevar is poised to explode into the
hevesa wm mightgarnerUCFenough all th details
19_9_4_s_e_as_o_n_·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--re_s_pec_t_ID_c_rn_ck_i_nID_th_e_t_op_2_0.~_J'
e
game flextTuesday
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